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Why Use Microfiber Wet Mops
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Dust and wet mop in one pass.
If laundering wet mops 10 times the life.
No more buckets and wringers.
Increased productivity.
50-80% saving on chemicals.
80% less water for those interested in environmental concerns.
No more splashing baseboards.
No more ergonomic problems with buckets and wringers.
Better cleaning.
No more putting dirty water back on floors.
Cleaner restrooms and restroom grouting.
Less water on floor means increased safety.
Faster drying times.
If laundering we save 80% of the water normally needed.
The cost is equal to or better than a good wet mop.
Less weight of the mop dry and much less when wet. 20oz wet mop dry and 2.5 oz for a
microfiber.
Microfiber in most applications is a no brainer, even if you don’t launder.
We now have available the next generation of microfiber called Reflex:
Been in Europe for the last 5 years and now here.
U of M Hospital saw a demo and just put in a $5000.00 product test that we are involved in. Why
do they like this system over their present Microfiber System:
1. Better cleaning.
2. No Velcro which disintegrates over a period and gives ½ the useful life.
3. Able to do vertical surfaces easily.
4. Increased productivity.
5. Able to use as a wiper.
6. Uses Less water and thus chemical than regular microfiber.
7. Is more worker friendly.
8. Less costly.
9. Next generation of Microfiber.
We have the ability to demonstrate the system now. Let me know if you have a customer who
would like the advantages this system brings.
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